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TOOL 1.3a: Action Planning Mapping  

A mixed activity with board mapping, card game and brainstorming, where local partners 

discuss definitions and possible taxonomies of NBSs and identify areas of intervention on a 

city map where these apply, starting from the established CALs, if any. 

What 

Topic A collaborative activity with brainstorming and board mapping 

PRODUCT 
 General alignment on NBS potential co-benefits in the FR 

city. 

Why 

To discuss and envision possible co-benefits of the planned NBS interventions; to 

make clear the multiple impacts that NBSs can have in the city and how 

stakeholders can benefit from this.   

Who- With Whom 

This tool can be used with two different audiences, both at the city level with the 

UIP, or at the CAL level (this can happen later during CAL co-design steps as well): 

 As an internal exercise with Clever Cities FR city local partners only. 

Experts and decision makers of the local public authorities are welcome to 

join. Main partners of CALs are warmly invited to join the activities.  

 As an alignment activity with local stakeholders to discuss co-benefits of 

NBSs. 

In both cases, one expert illustrating to attendees what NBSs are and available 

corresponding taxonomy models, is warmly recommended. 

How 
Through a focus group, i.e. about 5 to 10 people getting together to carry out the 

collaborative activity. Sub-groups can be organized for CAL specific activities. 

PREPARATION 
Moderate, it requires to prepare site specific materials for the FR city and the CAL 

(Approximately 2 hours) 

Duration Approximately 1,5 hours 

Materials Needed 

 A large board or a large format white poster 

 A large print-out poster with the city map where street names, relevant 

landmarks and CAL areas are clearly identified 

 Large post-its or colored cards (suggested A5 format) for listing the main 

city projects and strategies 

 Pens, strings, pins, tape 

CARRYING OUT THE ACTIVITY 

Before starting… 
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 Make sure to invite all stakeholders involved in previous activities.  

 Make sure to recall Clever Cities Focus as of Tool 1.2.  

 Introduction to NBSs and NBSs taxonomy models in generals. NBS challenges and co-benefits 

are illustrated by an expert. This passage is fundamental to create basic knowledge and a common 

glossary among the partnership before conducting the proposed activities. If your city does not have 

a predefined NBS taxonomy in place, don’t worry: There are a lot of NBS catalogues out there and 

we do not need to reinvent the wheel; you can easily refer to the Nature-based solutions Concept 

framework (Bourguignon, 2017) and the Klimatek Project (2017).  

 Translate NBSs taxonomy in the FR city: Ranking exercise (Optional). In order to rank NBS 

interventions at the local FR city level, and recognize the multiple co-benefits of each NBS, you can 

use a simple table format printed on a large board and asking participants to evaluate with scores the 

benefits of each NBS. 

NBS 

type 

ENVIRONMENTAL 

CO-BENEFIT 

SOCIAL 

CO-BENEFIT 

ECONOMIC 

CO-BENEFIT 

… Air 

quality 

Water 

management 

… Urban 

regeneration 

Health 

and 

Well-

being 

 … Green 

jobs 

Land 

value 

increase 

Local 

economy 

… 

NBS1 

… 
 + +++         

NBS 

2 

… 

    +++  +++  +++ ++ + 

NBS 

n 

… 

  ++  +++  +++     

 Translate NBSs taxonomy in the FR city: Prioritizing exercise 

A large board displaying the following diagram is used as the board for the prioritizing activity. The diagram 

identifies major environmental, social and economic co-benefits of NBSs in cities. Each participant receives a 

desk of cards illustrating the main NBSs types and is asked to dispose them all on the board, choosing for 

each NBS card the main co-benefit priority area, as displayed on the diagram. A general discussion follows 

and a representation of NBS priorities for the FR city will be summarized by the facilitators. The aim of this 

exercise is to deeply think about the overall aim of implementing NBSs at the city level, establishing in a 
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simple way the main expected impacts of interventions. An alignment among team partners is crucial at this 

stage and will create strong motivation for the following steps! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7: NBS wind rose – Mock-up based on types/co-benefits planned.  
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